
HOW ZUCI HELPED BUILD A LOW-CODE APPLICATION TO ADDRESS HAZARDOUS 
WASTE MANAGEMENT FOR A LEADING ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES COMPANY.

CASE STUDY



A LOW-CODE DEVELOPMENT
CASE STUDY

A benchmark company with a purpose for ecological transformation with water, 
waste, and energy management solutions wanted us to build a hazardous waste 
management & analysis application.

The client wanted this application for analyzing the facility's hazardous waste 
materials to prevent potential harm to humans or the environment by complying 
with the planning, prevention, and control conditions under federal laws.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

Our client is specialized in non-hazardous and hazardous waste management. With over 4.5 lakh business 
customers and million metric tons of waste every year, the client had a problem in managing and analyzing the 
waste inventory. 

The client's existing inventory management software was inefficient and outdated. And lacked waste traceability 
and analysis. Whereas analyzing hazardous waste was mandatory as per federal laws in order to safely 
manage waste and treat, recycle, and dispose of hazardous and regulated wastes.

That said, to reduce the risk of managing these materials and implement a cradle-to-grave strategy, the client 
wanted a solution that can address these problems with the proper management of hazardous waste.

To overcome these challenges, our client consulted with many other technology vendors and finalized us to 
provide a cost-effective waste analysis solution that can be rapidly developed and integrated with the existing 
inventory management software.
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TEST AUTOMATION FOR
FINANCIAL WELL-BEING

BUSINESS GOALS
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Keeping track of analysis data of waste materials

Waste management compliant with legal requirements

Integration between inventory management and analysis applications

Streamline and standardize all manual processes

Role-based access to all stakeholders

Ease-of-use, scalability, and cost-effectiveness

Anytime-anywhere information access

Decrease operating costs



SOLUTION
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Our project team started by understanding the client's existing 
inventory management software and current workflow to define 
the success metrics beforehand.  

This helped our project architect create a solution roadmap to build 
a Single Sign-On (SSO) solution and integrate the client's inventory 
management software with our waste analysis management 
application.

Understanding the federal compliance requirements, we provided a 
solution for the client to analyze each waste container and store the 
analysis data. This helped track analysis status for multiple order 
containers – like completed, not completed, track assigned lab 
technicians and chemists, etc. 

We also provided automation of statuses back to the inventory 
management software, followed by a mail to all the stakeholders.

Finally, to expedite the application, we used an agile approach to 
design, develop, and test the application parallelly and delivered it 
successfully within two months using low-code development.



Our team understood the requirements, estimation and 
designed the overall workflow

After creating the workflow, our team analyzed the 
existing system infrastructure and suggested the best 
approach with a timeline for deploying the solution

Finalized technical requirements and evaluated third-party 
tools for the project

We started with the database design, which is easy to use, 
secure and scalable

Parallelly our team of UI/UX developers began working 
on the UI development

Weekly sprint was planned for design and development 

Integrated inventory management software with our 
application to fetch and update the status of waste 
management orders

HOW ZUCI SYSTEMS HELPED? 
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Continued



Q A

HOW ZUCI SYSTEMS HELPED? 
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Conducted weekly sprint meetings with the stakeholders 
for updating the progress, get feedback and addressed 
those which are within the sprint, and kept note of other 
items for the next sprint

Each sprint went through QA, and once approved, was 
deployed to test environment

Once approved, our team deployed the application to 
acceptance environment

Post-deployment, the client feedbacks were worked on, 
and finally deployed the application to the production 
environment

Provided solution documentation (including a system 
administration guide), onsite support, oversight for production 
rollout, and post-production support to ensure successful 
business adoption



BUSINESS OUTCOME

7LOW-CODE PARTNER

decrease in operating cost

39% 61%
reduction in development cost

 user experience across devices

Waste management compliant
with the legal requirements

100%
automation of waste analysis

World-class



US: +1 (331) 903-5007
Belgium: +32 477411912
India: +91 (44) 49525020

sales@zucisystems.com
Chennai, TamilNadu
Chicago, Illinois
Brussels, Belgium

Book a Consultation

www.zucisystems.com

REDEFINE YOUR DIGITAL LANDSCAPE WITH LOW-CODE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
CONTACT US TODAY AND START YOUR LOW-CODE JOURNEY

https://www.zucisystems.com/contact/

